1. Replace OR Table Pads with green
g

pads

If using X-Ray cassette,
ette,
it is not necessary to
o remove
the X-ray cassette plates.

2. Position patient with gluteal fold at separation
n of pads
p

3. During prep of surgical leg, remove single OR Table
ble Pad

4. Create a 3”- 5” fold in final drape
p under the buttocks
ttocks
tocks

5. Place De Mayo Knee Positioner® in the well
to achieve maximum flexion
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6. Check flexion for final approval of freedom of the drape to allow full range
of motion when the Positioner is locked on drapes

7. Position clamp directly under gliding pins and lock to the OR Table Side Rail
with the Single Lever Clamp
Single Lever Clamp Set Up

1. Position the clamp holding with left
hand and with the lever in “unlock” position
2. Rotate lever to “lock” position

3. Squeeze jaws tight on side rail,

and tighten knurled knob all the way
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Single Lever Clamp Set Up Continued

4. While holding clamp, rotate lever to “unlock”

5. Turn knurled knob 1/4 to 1/2 rotation

6. Rotate lever to “lock” position requiring
only 2 finger pressure to achieve locking.
Works like a vice grip and will “snap” into
place

7. Slide pins into clamp holes
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After seating pins
into holes of the
clamp,

tighten knurled knobs

Single Lever Clamp Set Up is complete

8. Protect your patient from potential Pressure Ulcers. Insert the
Protective Pad into the sterile boot

Patient

STERILE
LATEX FREE FOAM

9. Wrap cohesive bandage around the foot starting with a minimum of six (6)
foot wraps, tear, and finish the wrap above the bracket around the calf.
Avoid wrapping cohesive bandage over the bracket on the back of the boot.
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